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21st May - 20th June
CONNECTIONS
COLOURS Yellow, White, Silver & Light green
PLANTS/FLOWERS Lavender, Lily of the Valley, Orchid and hybrids
GEMSTONES Agate, Tourmaline, Garnet, Chrysoprase Diamond & Jade
METAL Quicksilver
ANIMALS Dog & Squirrel
Gemini’s ruling planet is Mercury, The Messenger of the Gods.
The elemental influence for Gemini is mutable, air although; Gemini is more a breeze or a
wind rather than air itself. Air can be trapped in a jar, but you cant trap a breeze in a jar
anymore than you can pin down a Gemini.
The symbol of the twin is the key to the endlessly contradictory Geminian character. While
they have not all got split personalities, they come close. Geminians tend to mask
loneliness; they seem to be in search all the time. This is usually interpreted as a search
for a missing twin, but it probably isn’t a person at all; its a quest to unite the deeply
divided spiritual and earthly parts of the Geminian psyche.
KEYWORDS Communication, Change & Variety, Intelligence & Wit, Curiosity &
Movement, Learning & Education, Youth & Freedom, Adaptability & Intuition.
GEMINI Typical LIKES chatting about nothing, slapstick, being busy and stimulated, soap
operas and gadgets DISLIKES people who go on and on about the same things, doing
nothing and people finding out too much about their personal life.
GEMINI CHILDREN would typically have the following traits: Is incredibly energetic
always seems to be under your feet. Talks and reads at a young age. Has endless
questions, Needs to explore, Socializes easily, Is an excellent mimic, Can cause chaos
and Is very bright.
HEALTH Gemini’s are usually moving too fast to get struck down with ill health. Nervous
exhaustion is a potential problem for Gemini if they can’t find a satisfactory way of relaxing
and winding down. Gemini’s don’t often complain, unless they are too hot or too cold,
which seems to be something they just cant stand. They suffer particularly from coughs
and cold, circulation problems and exhaustion. The body parts traditionally linked to the
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strong influence of Gemini are hair, nervous system, speech, shoulders, lungs, arms,
hands and fingers.
LOVE Being in love with a Gemini is a bit like a male fantasy dating twins, except one is
the most wonderful person and the other is the wicked witch of the west. Not only, that but
it is impossible to work out which is in the room with you. When a Gemini falls in love they
get extremely confused by their emotions. They are very sensitive and are easily hurt by
unexpected reactions. They feel so very deeply but find this very hard to express and tend
to appear much more unconcerned than you are. Gemini expects a very light load of
emotional demands and a lover who is patient and forgiving. Suitable love matches for the
typical Gemini are Libra & Aquarius
FAMOUS Gemini’s 24/05 Bob Dylan 29/05 John F Kennedy 03/06 Marilyn Monroe 10/06
Judy Garland 18/06 Paul McCartney

The wheel is complete - commenced in March 2009 and completed November 2009 - a nine month gestation. Each
zodiac signs sits within a repeating segment from which is sub divided (1.618) to show the sign illustration and it's
consolation below. All segments revolve around OM at the centre. Each sign illustration has spirals within it that
connects points of energy to the next in each direction. Now that it is finally completed the 12 are in place around 1 and
all consolations are joined in the space. Each individual star segment is a painting in its own right, ink on water colour
paper with the illustration drawn in white pastel. Check out your own star sign painting - high quality unframed or framed
greeting cards prints available at www.ourpsychicart.com to purchase.
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